
fer (carry, bring, bear)
origin: Latin 
ferre (‘feh-reh’) = to carry, to bear

ferry
‘feh-ree’ 
A boat carrying passengers or goods

transfer
‘trans-fur’ 
To move something or someone from 
one place to another

fertile
‘furt-eye-l’ 
Able to produce crops or bear 
offspring
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Complete the words with the root fer to match the definition.

fer 

Fill it in

Name: ____________________________

🚢
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suf _ _ _  
to experience or bear 
something unpleasant

of _ _ _ 
to put forward a thing or idea for another 

person to accept or reject

_ _ _ tile 
able to produce crops or 

bear offspring

coni _ _ _ 
a tree that bears 

cones

trans _ _ _ 
to move from one place to another

pre _ _ _ 
choose one thing over 

something else

_ _ _ ry 
a boat carrying passengers or goods

voci _ _ _ ous 
with a voice that carries far, loud



Match each word containing the root fer to its meaning.

Match it up

Name: ____________________________

suffer

vociferous

different

refer

circumference

the boundary around a curved 
shape such as a circle

speak about or mention 
something

not the same, unalike

forming an opinion by 
analysing evidence and 
reaching a conclusion

to experience or bear 
something unpleasant

with a voice that carries far, 
loud

inference

fer 
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Chose the best word below that uses the root fer to 
complete the sentences.

Finish the phrase

Name: ____________________________
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And now to  _____________________ my 

delicious apple pie to the oven to bake!

Hmm… what can we ________________________ 

about the suspect from these clues?

infer conifer

I’ve just planted some beautiful 

________________________ trees in my garden.

My teacher showed me how to calculate the 

________________________ of a circle.

circumference
transfer

My best friend likes strawberry ice 

cream but I ______________ vanilla.

prefe
r

fer 
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In each box, write a word that uses the root fer. Then draw a picture 
to illustrate that word.

Picture this

Name: ____________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

fer 
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Take turns to fill a box by completing a word that uses the root fer. 
After you’ve written the word, say out loud what it means. The first 
player to complete a line of three boxes vertically, horizontally or 
diagonally wins.

Noughts & Crosses

Name: ____________________________

trans _ _ _ _ _ _ tile

dif_ _ _

of _ _ _

in _ _ _

circum _ _ _ enceconi _ _ _ 

voci _ _ _ ous _ _ _ ry

fer 
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